Comedian Hasan Minhaj makes an appearance on "The Jennifer Hudson Show," airing Thursday, October 6. "

Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester" star proudly proclaims to Jennifer the love he has for his 94.5 year-old grandmother who lives in India and survived COVID. Hasan goes on to share their beautiful bond and his grandmother's gift of poetry. Then, watch Hasan and Jennifer play a revealing game of "Would You Rather!"

Later on, Jennifer sits down with Kim Carter, Time for Change Foundation founder, who opens up on how she turned her life around following substance abuse and incarceration. Check out the "Waking Up to My Purpose" author's reaction when a former foundation recipient Keisha joins Jennifer and Kim to share how her life has changed.

Tune-in to hear how Kim felt when she learned that her work of helping women and children would become the subject of short film "Tell It Like a Woman" directed by Taraji P. Henson and starring Jennifer Hudson.

Hasan Minhaj Says His Grandmother in India Should Be Queen:

Hasan Minhaj Would Rather Strip Naked Than Call His Ex:
Time For Change Foundation’s Kim Carter Has Tearful Reunion with Woman She Helped:
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Bentley Robles And Gregory Dillon Drop New Single

October 5, 2022

Despite promises to play nice, Robles and Dillon realized they both had some impeccable break-up credentials to boast. The two quickly channeled their experiences into 2 minutes of pure viral pop-punk IDGAF energy that lends to the likes of Gayle’s “ABCDEFU.” Listen to the new single now!

Disney+ Night Comes to DANCING WITH THE STARS Next Week

October 5, 2022


Interview: Sarah Brightman Reacts to THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Closing & Hollywood Walk of Fame Star

October 5, 2022

Sarah Brightman will be honored with the 2,736th star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame ahead of her first Las Vegas engagement at The Venetian. BroadwayWorld caught up with Brightman to discuss the Hollywood Walk of Fame honor, what to expect from her upcoming Las Vegas concerts, and her thoughts on The Phantom of the Opera closing on Broadway.

TVOD Share 'Alien' Single

October 5, 2022

Brooklyn-based experimental disco-punk outfit TVOD (Television Overdose) kicks off a trifecta of new singles with the release of the first track, ‘Alien.’ A jangly, intergalactic ripper, ‘Alien’ lurches forward with entrancing synths, distorted vocal stylings, and tight drum sequences. A la Post Animal, it’s a psychedelic trip into the vortex.

Pop Innovator BAYLI Shares New Single 'act up'

October 5, 2022

Brooklyn artist and songwriter BAYLI today returns with her new single ‘act up’ via her own self-titled label. The single arrives with a vibrant video shot in BAYLI’s native NY by director Kimber-Lee Alston. Dressed in the freshest fits, the playful love story sees BAYLI cross the city as she tries to win her girlfriend back.